Growth Mindset Bulletin Board: Assembly Instructions

1 **GATHER MATERIALS**
6’x4’ bulletin board, 6’x4’ piece of black fabric or paper, stapler, scissors, Ellison Machine or Cricket, 11x17 sheets of white card stock, white construction paper, and printer.

2 **PLACE BACKGROUND**
Secure black paper or fabric on a 6’x4’ bulletin board.

3 **CUT OUT TITLE AND SUBTITLE**
Using an Ellison Machine or a Cricket cut out “REACH FOR THE STARS” and “CHANGE YOUR MIND, CHANGE YOUR MINDSET” on white construction paper.

4 **PRINT AND CUT MATERIALS**
Print the attached pages on 11x17 sheets of white card stock and cut out all of the individual elements.

5 **PLACE ELEMENTS**
Once all materials have been prepped, place all elements on the bulletin board.
Instead of thinking...
THIS IS TOO HARD.

Try thinking...
THIS MAY TAKE SOME TIME.
Instead of thinking...
IT’S GOOD ENOUGH.

Try thinking...
IS THIS REALLY MY BEST WORK?
Instead of thinking...
I MADE A MISTAKE.

Try thinking...
MISTAKES HELP ME LEARN.
Instead of thinking...
I GIVE UP.

Try thinking...
I’LL USE A DIFFERENT STRATEGY.
Instead of thinking...
I WILL NEVER BE THAT SMART.

Try thinking...
I WILL LEARN HOW TO DO THIS.
Instead of thinking...
I’m not good at this.

Try thinking...
What am I missing?
Instead of thinking...
I CAN’T MAKE THIS BETTER.

Try thinking...
I CAN ALWAYS IMPROVE.